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Predator-prey encounters in turbulent waters
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With reference to studies of predator-prey encounters in turbulent waters, we demonstrate the feasibility of
an experimental method for investigations of particle fluxes to an absorbing surface in turbulent flows. A
laboratory experiment is carried out, where an approximately homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flow is
generated by two moving grids. The simultaneous trajectories of many small neutrally buoyant polystyrene
particles are followed in time. Selecting one of these to represent a predator, while the others are considered as
prey, we obtain estimates for the time variation of the statistical average of the prey flux into a suitably defined
‘‘sphere of interception.’’ The variation of this flux with the radius in the sphere of interception, as well as the
variation with basic flow parameters is well described by a simple model, in particular for radii smaller than a
characteristic length scale for the turbulence. Also the Eulerian counterpart of the problem has been analyzed,
and the particle fluxes from the two studies compared.
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Often the problem of turbulent diffusion in neutral turb
lent flows is analyzed in terms of an initial value proble
@1,2#. However, for many applications, a boundary-val
problem is more relevant. As such an example we cons
here the turbulent particle flux to an absorbing spherical s
face. The problem serves, for instance, as a model
predator-prey encounters in turbulent waters, and seem
be one of the applications of the problem that has recei
most attention recently. For small predators, fish larvae
instance@3#, it can safely be assumed that their self-induc
motion is small or negligible, and that they are passiv
convected by the local flow velocity, at least to a good a
proximation. Similarly, it can be assumed that their food~mi-
crozooplankton, for instance! is also passively convected b
the same flow. The feeding process can be modeled by
suming that any individual prey entering a suitably defin
‘‘sphere of interception’’ is captured with certainty. In turbu
lent waters, the predator-prey encounter rate is related to
problem of relative diffusion, but now considered as
boundary-value problem, with the condition that the pr
concentration vanishes at the surface of the sphere of in
ception. This is the standard model for this particular pro
lem @4–6#. The general interest in the problem arises ess
tially from the simple observation that the food concentrat
in the near region of a predator will rapidly be depleted, a
without any self-induced motion a predator will be starvin
unless the prey within its sphere of interception is repla
by turbulent motions in the flow. Here, we propose and de
onstrate the feasibility of an experimental method for a s
tistical analysis, and present results for varying paramete

The problem of predator-prey encounter rates has b
studied in controlled laboratory experiments@7#, and also by
numerical simulations@8#. The basic features of the prese
experiment are described elsewhere@9#, with a detailed de-
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scription found in@10#. The turbulence is generated by th
motion of two plastic grids, in the top and bottom of a ta
with 32033203450 mm3 inner dimensions. The motions o
small polystyrene particles of sized50.5–0.6 mm are fol-
lowed with 4 video cameras, and the simultaneous positi
of typically 500–1000 particles recorded at time intervals
1/25 s. By a tracking procedure it is then possible to link t
positions of particles, and thus follow their individual mo
tions in three spatial dimensions, and in particular also
deduce their time varying velocity. It is ensured that the p
ticles used in the experiment are neutrally buoyant. The
erage distance between particles is much larger than t
diameter, and particle interactions can be ignored. To
given accuracy, we assume that the particles follow the fl
as passive tracers@7,11#.

Since the records for simultaneous particle trajectories
available, we can now select one to represent the pred
and label all the others as prey. We then select a prede
mined radiusR in the sphere of interception, and remove
the particles which happen to be inside this sphere. Dur
the subsequent Lagrangian motion of the reference ‘‘pre
tor,’’ we count the number of prey entering its comovin
sphere of interception between successive time steps. E
time a particle enters, it is ‘‘eaten’’ in the sense that it
removed from the database. Of course, if the experimen
carried out for long times, all particles representing prey w
eventually be removed. Here we are only interested in
time evolution of the prey flux for times up to an eddy tu
over time. As long asR is much smaller than the size of th
measuring volume, we can with negligible error assume
prey concentration to be constant at large distances, co
sponding to ideally infinite systems. By choosing a lar
number of realizations, we can give an estimate for the
semble averaged Lagrangian prey flux after time of relea
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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Experiments are carried out for different intensities of t
turbulent velocity fluctuations,̂v2&. With the polystyrene
particles acting as markers for the local flow velocities, e
perimental estimates for the power spectrum for the fluct
tions in velocity can be determined@9#. It was found that
these power spectra can be modeled by

E~k!5ae2/3L5/3
~Lk!4

@11~Lk!2#17/6
~1!

to a good approximation, witha being a universal numerica
constant, ande the mean rate of dissipation of specific k
netic energy. The expression~1! serves also to defineL as a
characteristic length scale, which will be referred to later
The experimentally obtained velocity power spectrum c
tains the characteristick25/3 Kolmogorov Oubokhov sub-
range in the limit of large wave numbers. For very lar
wave numbers,k, the model has to be completed by a v
cous subrange, but these small scales are beyond our re
tion limit. All parameters entering Eq.~1! can be determined
experimentally@9#. For instance, for the case discussed in
following, we found^v2&1/2519 mm/s,L528 mm, ae2/3

556 mm4/3/s2, and e5225 mm2/s3. For the Kolmogorov
length scale (m3/e)1/4 ~at times called the inner scale! we
found 0.24 mm, which is smaller than our spatial resoluti

In Fig. 1 we show examples for the time varying partic
flux to a self-consistently moving sphere of interception w
a given radiusR. This flux is the result of a competition
between on the one hand the depletion of polystyr
spheres labeled ‘‘prey’’ in the near vicinity of the referen
particle, and on the other hand the inward flux of such p
ticles due to the turbulent motions in the flow. In each re
ization, we divide the flux by the prey density for that appr
priate realization, and the result thus represents the prey
for unit density. For small radii,R,L, we find that the flux
level is almost constant in time. A decreasing trend becom
conspicuous as the radius is increased, and forR.L we find
a significant flux reduction for times approaching the ed
turnover time,tF[L/^v2&1/2.

The prey flux to a sphere of interception moving se
consistently with the flow has been modeled by, for instan

FIG. 1. Time variation of the estimate for the ensemble av
aged particle flux for unit densitŷJ(t)&/h0, to spheres with three
different radii,R515, 30, and 45.
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a simple diffusion equation with a properly chosen diffusi
coefficient which depends on the simultaneous mean-sq
velocity differences obtained at given spatial separations,
independent of time@6#. The equation proposed is actual
identical to the one suggested by Richardson in his stud
distance-neighbor functions@12#

]

]t
n~r ,t !5C

e1/3

r 2

]

]r
r 10/3

]

]r
n~r ,t !. ~2!

written for spherically symmetric geometry, withr being the
radial coordinate, here taken from the position of the pre
tor, andC the numerical constant, which is assumed to
universal. The derivations of Eq.~2! reported in the literature
@6,12# assume thate is a deterministic constant, and thereb
ignore intermittency corrections@13#. Although the relation
~2! had some experimental support from the time it was p
posed@12# and also supported more recently@9#, its validity
has been criticized@1,2#, see also the summary in@9#. The
range of validity of Eq.~2! is not fully explored, keep in
mind that for large separations a simple diffusion equati
with constant diffusion coefficient, is expected to apply,
indicated for instance by experimental results@14# for initial
conditions having scales larger than the integral length sc
These two cases@9,14# referred to releases considered
initial value problems. It seems that a diffusion equation su
as Eq.~2! can indeed be applied for analyzing relative tw
particle diffusion in certain variable ranges@9#, but it is well
known, on the other hand, that one cannot expect tha
diffusion coefficient depending solely on relative times
spatial separations is universally applicable for this probl
@2#.

From Eq.~2! is easy to derive@6# a steady-state flux to a
sphere with radiusR asJ5(28/3)pCh0e1/3R 7/3, whereh0
is the constant prey density atr→`. In Fig. 2 we show a

-
FIG. 2. Time variation of the normalized flux,f (t

5te1/3/R 2/3), obtained from Eq.~2!, where distance is normalize
by R and time byR 2/3/e1/3. The flux is then calculated to a sphe
with unit radius. From the present result, we can derive
temporal flux variation for arbitrary R and e by J
5h0e1/3R 7/3f (te1/3/R 2/3). The ~unphysical! singularity att50 is
due to the assumed infinite initial gradient atr 5R. Note that the
variation of f (t) is rather slow for parameters relevant here, imp
ing that the dominant parameter variations of the fluxJ are due to
the coefficient.
4-2
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PREDATOR-PREY ENCOUNTERS IN TURBULENT WATERS PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 026304
numerical solution of the normalized Eq.~2!. More generally
it can be argued by purely dimensional reasoning that
turbulent flux for unit density must have the formJ/h0
5e1/3R 7/3f (te1/3/R 2/3), with f being a dimensionless func
tion of a dimensionless variable. The physical dimension
J/h0 is length3/time. With viscosity being immaterial for the
flow dynamics for scale lengths larger than the Kolmogo
length scale (m3/e)1/4, we only have one quantity characte
izing the turbulence, namely, e with dimension
length2/ time3, and the length scaleR characteristic for the
particular problem. Out of these, the only combination g
ing a quantity with dimensiontime is R 2/3/e1/3, while
e1/3R 7/3 giveslength3/time. The actual form off, including a
numerical constant, can here only be determined by a
merical solution as shown in Fig. 2, where we used the va
C50.3260.05 derived from the experimental results@9,10#.

The experimental uncertainty on a particle position@10# is
approximately 0.02 mm, and the idealized step function
prey density assumed as an initial condition when obtain
Fig. 2 is, therefore, not an exact representation for our
perimental conditions. We, therefore, choose an illustra
time to be at a later stage, where the initial singularity in
solution in Fig. 2 no longer has any consequence.

In order to compare our observations with analytical
sults, we show by open circles in Fig. 3, the flux value a
time t5(1/2)tF , with tF being the eddy turnover time. Th
corresponding analytical curve from Eq.~2! is shown by a
full line. Taking into account that we have not introduced a
free or adjustable parameters, we find that the agreem
between the analytical and experimental results is satis
tory, although we find a slight, but systematic, reduction
the measured flux as compared to the analytical result.
note that the model equations become inadequate for sp
separations larger than the largest eddies in the turbule
r>L, although we find that theR 7/3 scaling seems to have
wider range of validity ~in particular! at early times,t
,(1/2)tF .

FIG. 3. The prey flux measured at 1/2 eddy turnover timet
5

1
2 tF , to a given sphere of interception is shown with open circ

for different radii. The full line gives the theoretical results fro
~2!. Parameters arêv2&1/2519 mm/s,L528 mm,tF51.6 s, and
e5225 mm2/s3. The fluxes are normalized to unit density. An err
bar on the curve gives the uncertainty due toC. The size of the
symbols gives approximately the uncertainty on the measu
points.
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We also present results for the flux variation for a fix
value of the radius of interception,R525 mm, and varying
e, see Fig. 4. The data are presented for a selected timt
5(1/2)R 2/3/e1/3, and the theoreticale variation is shown
with a full line. Within the range of variability, we find the
scaling for ea with 0.3,a,0.6, which accommodates th
theoretical valuea51/3. The numerical agreement betwe
the measurements and analytical results is better than a fa
of 2, the analysis predicting a slightly larger flux, also
agreement with Fig. 3. The selected valueR525 mm can
be taken as representative for the length scales smaller
or equal toL in the experiments.

Finally we note that the turbulent flux to a moving pred
tor can be significantly smaller than the flux to a stationa
one. This can be argued by noting that the relative me
square velocity of a prey convected past a stationary pred
is ^v2&, while it is ^@v(r ,t)2v(r1y,t)#2&, for a passively
convected predator-prey pair, with separationy. For small
separations,y!L, we have@6# that ^@v(r ,t)2v(r1y,t)#2&
'C8e2/3y2/3 whereC8 is a constant, and the relative veloci
is small, implying a small flux to the passively convect
predator. For large separations,y@L, on the other hand
v(r ,t) and v(r1y,t) can be supposed to be statistically i
dependent, and the mean-square relative velocity is t
2^v2&. The flux in this latter case is expected to be larg
than to a stationary predator, although such large separa
cannot be achieved for the present experimental conditio

The flux to a stationary predator can be analyzed in m
the same way as we investigated the flux to a moving pre
tor, although of course in this latter case we choose a fi
reference position, without requiring the presence of a po
styrene sphere in the center. We can define a ‘‘gain factor
the ratio between the flux to a stationary predator divided
the flux to the passively convected predator with the sa
sphere of interception. In Fig. 5 we show this gain factor
various radiiR. All points are obtained at the reference tim
(1/2)tF used before. We find that the gain in prey flu
achieved for a small predator, given the possibility of bei
anchored at a fixed position in the flow, is considerable

s

d

FIG. 4. Variation of the normalized flux with varyinge for a
fixed value ofR525 mm. The measured points are obtained a
time t5 1

2 R 2/3/e1/3. The full line gives the theoretical results ob
tained from Eq.~2!. See also Fig. 3.
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small spheres of interception, using the length scaleL as a
measure. ForR'L this gain factor is close to 1, and the pre
flux is the same for a stationary as for the moving preda
For larger valuesR.L the flux to a moving predator ex
ceeds that experienced by a stationary one. Seen from
point of view, it is clearly a disadvantage for a small preda

FIG. 5. Variation of the gain factor for a stationary predator
various radii in the sphere of interception,R. The figure refers to a
time t5 1

2 tF .
02630
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to be passively carried with the turbulent flow, and our Fig
quantifies this disadvantage.

In this correspondence we investigated the turbulent fl
to a perfectly absorbing surface, with particular attention
the problem of predator-prey encounters in turbulent flow
We summarized the basic elements of an experimen
method for investigating the prey flux to a moving predato
In the limit of smallR, we found evidence for anR 7/3 flux
scaling ~see Fig. 3! in terms of the radius in a sphere o
interception, and also found indications of ane1/3 scaling
with the turbulent dissipation rate~see Fig. 4!, in agreement
with the predictions of a model Eq.~2!. This model also
agrees quantitatively to some extent with the observatio
We suppose that the observations justify extrapolation to
dii, R, smaller than those experimentally accessible. We
pect that in order to obtain a general model, which can g
results for extended time periods and allR, we will have to
allow for a diffusion coefficient which depends on time a
well as spatial separations, in particular, also includi
memory effects@2#.
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